


REMINDER!!!!
Join the DMS Schoology group if you

haven't! We will have the weekly news and
polls posted on this page. The code to join is

zx9v-3bqq-rkkq7.

This is the DMS impact new youtube channel
the link is right down below:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkB7gR
rqrO8BdLjSdfZBKSw.

If everyone in this school joins the DMS
impact group Mr.Sobilck will give everyone a

cookie





Badlands art association 52nd annual
Art Show.

November 11-17,2022

The show will be held in the Parie Hills Mall,
(In the former white drug location)

Dickinson, North Dakota. Set up and hand-
delivered artworks will take place on

Thursday, November 10th. You can pick up
a copy of the information at the Dickinson

Public Library and JP frame shop in
Dickinson.

Important dates and more information
about the show can be found on the Annual

Show Page.



      Lake Tschida is my favorite place. Lake
Tschida is welcoming, beautiful, and has great

people.  
           

On the water which is 3,235 acres wide and 58
feet deep, you can do many things you can fish,

boat, jet ski, play on the beach, and do water
sports. The water temperature varies from 85-60
degrees. There are people on the water but it is

not too crowded. Another fun thing you can do at
Lake Tschida is you can have campfires if there is

no burn ban.  
 

           Lake Tschida is located in Elgin, ND. To add
lake Tschida got its name from Michael Tschida

Sr. born in Vienna, Austria, in 1866. He immigrated
to the United States in 1890 settling in Mandan,
North Dakota. In 1900, he moved to Glen Ullin. 

 
To conclude Lake Tschida is a beautiful place

where you can do many things, next time you go
camping keep lake Tschida in your mind.

Lake Tschida
by: Addie wax



Youth needs more to do
in Dickinson

According to a poll on whether DMS
students think youth have enough to do in  
Dickinson. Results show that youth do not

have enough to do in Dickinson. Youth only
have like 3 things to do in Dickinson. The

rec center, The ice rink, and nerf war.

I am going to make a petition to get 1000 signatures so
we can get or to do in Dickinson for youth. If you  would
sign my petition go to the Schoology group and vote on

the poll.

By: Tolga Kilic



Little sis
My favorite thing to do on the weekend? I like to be a
little sister. That includes going to your brother's
games, It was a sunny evening and my mom picked
me up from volleyball practice and we arrived at the
game. We were winning by 12 points. We were
playing against Watford City. The scoreboard
screeched seconds after my brother scored a
touchdown. A couple of minutes later we were 10
points above them. sports is like a tradition in my
family, it runs in our genes. Everyone always does
sports we are all really good in my family. My brother
does so good he is going to get a scholarship for
football and baseball.My brother is on JV AND
Varisty. 



Hunting
Isaac Billadeau

        Hunting season is just about to start for adults or
mentor tags, but the youth season already ended.
Hunting is really fun especially when you shoot
something for the first time. If you've ever shot a deer or
any other animal, it feels amazing and you can now know
what it feels since you shot a deer. or any other huntable
animal. Trying to shoot a deer takes a lot of time,
patience, and quietness. There are two types of huntable
deer, the first one is the mule deer, the mule deer is easy
to hunt especially since it is not so jumpy and skittish. The
second type of deer is the whitetail deer, which is very
jumpy and skittish around loud noises and has very good
ears. To shoot these deer, most will start running when
they see you, 300 to 400 yds are where you normally
would shoot any deer; What you can see when hunting is
many trees and open landscapes wherever you hunt.
Good places to hunt would be out in the country, gaining
access from people you know who live in the country.
The best time to hunt is either in the morning before the
sun sets or when the sun is setting in the afternoon. The
sun rises around 7:oo am and sets around 6:30 pm.



Best football 
equiptment

Some of the best cleats
for football to have in
2022. One of the best

are the Nike Vapor
Untouchable Pro 3.

These cleats are some
of the best cleats
because, they are

comfortable, The are
flexible, light and are

good for speed. These
cleats range form one
hundred dollars to two
hundred based on your
size.  But are worth the

price.

Another Football Cleat
that has good value is
the Nike Vapor Edge
Pro 360. It is a very

comfortable cleat can
cost from $90-$120. 
 They fit true to size,

they are also light, and
are stylish. They have
good technology and

are not very expensive
for cleats.



              2022 SINGAPORE GRAND PRIX 
The Singapore Grand Prix is full of sharp turns and 2 long straits with DRS and 2 short 
straits without DRS. This race is good at testing drivers g capacity with all the sharp turns. 
The expected winners are Max Verstappenin 1st sergio perez in 2nd lewis 

hamilton in 3rd. from last race we 
might see something crazy again. 
The weather during the race should 
be in the 70 to 80 fahrenheit or 21 to 
26 celsius with a low chance of rain. 
With all the corners it should be a 
good race.

WHAT IS F1
F1 also known as formula one is 
an extreme car racing sport. There 

There are 12 teams competing in something called the constructors championship.
The most popular teams are RedBull,Mercedes-Amg-petronas,Ferrari,and Mclaren.
Some of the other teams are Haas F1 team,Alpine,Renault,Williams,Scuderia Alpha
Tauri,Aston Martin,and Alfa Romeo. Since 2021 every team has had a budget

cap is so teams can’t out-spend each 
other. Each year the FIA (Fédération 
Internationale de l'Automobile or the 
international automobile federation) 
mandates new designs like the 
hubcaps on this year's cars or the 
wings over the tires also on this 
year's cars. There's a lot of strategy 
involved in the sport, such as pit 
strategy, passing strategy,tuning 
strategy like camber aerodynamics, 
suspension stiffness, and stuff like 
what parts to build over the season. 

HOW TO WIN A F1 RACE
To win a F1 race or any race in general you have to now get fast lap times. For any race you have to 
follow the racing line or the fastest path to follow. How it works is when you 
Enter a corner you go to the outside then inside and then outside again. The reason this
Is what it is because you can still floor it but also not spin out or crash or get a penalty 



There are some downsides to this. This is theoretical or when there's no car in the way. 

In reality there are going to be cars 
that are in the way. The actual 
fastest path is passing those cars 
but you need a certain line for that. 
One way of passing a car is going 
inside and braking late. This is a 
really good passing strategy 
because there is only one thing that 
the driver in front can do. Get off 
the racing line and go inside 
enough so that you can’t pass. If 
you have enough room then go 
back on the racing line because 
they will be distracted trying to not
let you pass so they won't notice. 
then you just passed someone. 

HOW A F1 CAR WORKS
To understand how a F1 car works we 
have to understand how a normal car 
works. A car works by putting gas in a 
cylinder with air igniting it with a spark 
plug pushing the piston down spinning 
the crankshaft transferring that power to 
a transmission that transfers it to the 
drive shaft then the differential and then 
the wheels moving the car. A !1 car is similar to this but has a couple crucial differences. 
Such as the hybrid system helping spin the crankshaft. Another thing is the turbo. Unlike 
you or your parents car which is most likely naturally aspirated. A F1 car has forced 
induction meaning you can push more air in the cylinder. The air to fuel ratio is very 
important in the journey of making more power. For the most power you should have an air 
to fuel ratio of 14.7/1 most cars run at 8/1 a F1 car runs 14/1 this leads to more hp another 
thing is aerodynamics. A normal car can produce 0-300lbs of downforce. A F1 car produces 
up to 3306lbs of downforce. This is important because your cornering speed is dramatically 
different. The last thing is weight. A normal car weighs about 3200lbs a F1 car weighs 
1752lbs. This matters because you get better acceleration. 



Pizza Ranch Vs. Dominos
Pizza ranch is one of the best sit-in pizza places

 in town with a rating of 4.1. Dominos
 is the best delivery place with a rating of 4.2. Pizza ranch

 is located by Walmart. The dominos locations are
 401 Villard St W and 237 14th St W. 

If you have 20 dollars and you are by yourself 
you can get more food then you can at Dominos.

The service
The service at dominos is good. They don't have that

long of a wait time and they know what they are
doing. Pizza ranch also has good service. There might

be a line to pay, but most of the time there isn't.

Inside Pizza Ranch
You go through the front doors and there's a short
hallway. Once you get to the cash register you tell
them how many people are there and their ages.

You will get cups. If you look to your right the
buffet (bəfā) is right there. After you get your

drinks find a seat. You will find it to be noisy, that is
because of the play area. once you place your
drinks down go grab a plate and get your food.

Taste of pizza overall at both
places 

The taste of pizza from dominos has just the
right amount of sauce and cheese. The pizza at

pizza ranch has not that much sauce and cheese
but the dough is good. At Pizza Ranch, you can
order a pizza of your choice but will add to your

cost. If you want some of the best bite-size
breadsticks get the parmesan twists they taste

delicious. 

By: Isaiah Rhoads



How to make your own parmesan bites
For the pizza dough, use simple store-bought refrigerated pizza dough. It works perfectly every time. However, if

you want to make your own pizza dough, that’s wonderful! Go for it! So make your own favorite pizza dough
recipe or grab store-bought, either way, works.

Place your 1-inch bread bites on a baking sheet sprayed generously with nonstick
cooking spray. Now is where we start infusing that delicious garlic butter flavor!

Brush each unbaked bread bite with garlic butter and sprinkle with parmesan cheese
(use any type of parmesan, the green bottle, or a fancy version, it’s all delish on

these). They’ll get more of both when they are done baking.
Bake the parmesan bread bites at 375 degrees F. for about 15 minutes. This might

vary between 12-17 minutes, so *watch the oven carefully*. You don’t want to over-
bake these bread bites or they’ll be hard

1.

2.

3.

 
4.   While still hot, brush each baked parmesan bread bite with another coating of garlic butter (the

good stuff!!) and generously top each bite with grated parmesan cheese.

To help the grated parmesan cheese stay put on the bread bite, add the grated parmesan right after you
brush it with garlic butter. The warm butter helps the parmesan cheese stick to the bread bite. Work in

batches, brush a few, top with cheese, repeat.

By:



Lingering questions for all 32 NHL teams heading into training camp:
Goaltending, lineup, injuries, more

It doesn't seem that long ago when the Colorado Avalanche won the
Stanley Cup, then even more recently Juraj Slafkovsky was drafted

first overall in a wild offseason that brought Johnny Gaudreau to
the Columbus Blue Jackets, Claude Giroux to the Ottawa Senators,

and Matthew Tkachuk to the Florida Panthers.
But now that fall is officially set to begin on Thursday, it's also time

for training camps around the NHL to open, as we look ahead to
opening night of the season on Oct. 11.

To help get you ready for the next few weeks -- as teams decide on
which players make the roster, and how their lines, D pairings, and

goalie tandems will shake out -- here are the biggest lingering
questions for each club, courtesy of Ryan S. Clark, Kristen Shilton,

and Greg Wyshynski.

Open skate times this weekend

Friday:7-9pm
Saturday:7-9pm



Penguins . vs . Islanders
The Penguins vs the Islanders was a massive fight that broke out
breaking records for both of the team's most penalty minutes in

hockey history. This incident happened in the Nassau Veterans
Memorial Coliseum Uniondale, New York, United States February 11,
2011. The brawl started when Gillies elbowed Penguins forward Eric

Tangradi in the head. Then Tangradi fell to the ice and was
continually punched. The fight was filled with a bunch of cheap

shots, a lot of blood, and whining. The unfortunate part of all of this
is the fact that Pittsburgh Penguins announcers Paul Steigerwald

and Bob Errey, along with Penguins Hall of Fame owner, Mario
Lemieux, only wanted to recognize something they have seen on most

nights while watching the Penguins, dirty play. But between a 9-3
Islanders rout of the Penguins, there were a total of 346 penalty

minutes handed out by the officials. This game was a throwback to the
'70s and 80's decades of the NHL. The reaction by the Islanders

shouldn't have come as a surprise to the Penguins, their fans, or the
NHL. The team has felt that they don't receive the same respect other
teams do in the league. John Tavares constantly takes shots to the

back, slashes to the knees, and gets roughed up in the corners,
while there is no penalty call.  This hasn't happened to just Tavares,

but to every player on the team at some point or another.



I surveyed 60 kids so far and 53% liked slither.io and to be honest I don't really
get it but I will still write about it. 23% liked other .io games I didn't include all
because the list would be too long but I do get this one. 5% like Agar.io I love

Agar but it seems like others don't feel the same. Not Last but at least 1% liked
Mope.io now it is an evolution game and I get it but it isn't my go to io game. Last
but not least 16% liked Hole.io now yes it is a fun game and I will do an Article on

this and Slither



Hole.io is a game where you start as tiny little hole that can only eat a few things but as you
progress you get a size up and. you can eat a little more and the other players are trying

to get bigger as well and. if they eat you your out the goal is to be number one on the
leaderboard when the time runs out the round is over.

Slither.io is a game where you are a snake in a map that you can eat little pellets
that will not only make you bigger but longer as well. If you get big enough you

can circle people and if they hit you they turn into glowing pellets that will give
you more mass and you can boost but is costs you your mass.



I did a survey on which football field is the
best looking and 55.00% of 40 people voted
for Dickinson's football field and 10.00% of
40 people voted mandan. And 35.00% of
40 people voted for another football field.

 
 I think that dickinson has the best football
field because of the track that surrounds it.

But i would like it if our grass looked like
mandan's field. Green grass would also

make the football field look more like a field
instead of yellow grass and dirt spots.

 

The nicest looking middle school
football field

By wyatt turner 



Bus rides can be fun and they can also be
boring for dickinson. If it's a short bus ride

you can't have your phone out but you can
talk to your teammates or sleep and you
get back earlier than longer bus rides. 

 
Longer bus rides can be fun because you
can have your phone and listen to music.
Talking with teammates makes it a better
bus ride and you will probably stop on the
way back. On a long bus ride but short bus
rides you probably won't. You stop at many
places some are gas stops and some are

restaurant both are fun.   

Middle school football bus rides
By wyatt turner 



DMS School Menu
  Critic By Damie Bruce

 

-Cheese sticks are bland 

September-
 26-5/10

Spaghetti & Meatballs Breadstick
-Breadstick was good 

27-4/10
Chicken & Gravy, Mashed Potatoes 

-Bland
28-3/10

Popcorn Chicken & Waffle, Baked Beans 
-Baked beans 

 29-3/10
Corn Dogs & Sweet Potato Fries

-corn dogs are gross
-sweet potato fries save it

 30-5/10
Cheesy Breadsticks & Cookie

 



El Paricutin Mexican Food

Address: 455 15th St W, Dickinson, ND 58601
Hours: Open ⋅ Closes 7PM

 

Service options: Dine-in · Takeout · No delivery

Menu: orderelparicutinmexicanfood.com
Phone: (701) 483-6800

Reservations:
orderelparicutinmexicanfood.com

Recondations
-leche cake 

-tacos
-asada fries

-carne tostada

8/10

By Damie Bruce



How to treat your
chromebook

When you walk with your
Chromebook it has to be closed and

on the side or with two hands. 

Add a headingAdd a headingAdd a heading

Remember don't let anyone touch your
chroombook its just yours.

by maria
cabrera



Hockey
Registrations 

Hockey is starting soon
make sure too registrar

today 

Cheer registrations 
cheer is starting soon make

sure you join 

by maria cabrera



HOW TO BE AHOW TO BE AHOW TO BE A
GOODGOODGOOD

FOOTBALLFOOTBALLFOOTBALL
PLAYERPLAYERPLAYER

You need to drink a lot of water to not get
cramps. after the warm ups or anything
you are supposed to nell  down and not
lay down or to not sit on your behind.To

not talk when the coach is talking.

BY Domi5nik steffen



If you vape then you lungs are going to
be weak. If you play sports then it's going
to be hard to breathe and then you don't

want to vape.



 

 
 

 



mathmathmath
trivatrivatriva

-15/30 - 2/6=-15/30 - 2/6=-15/30 - 2/6=
a. -25/30a. -25/30a. -25/30
B. 25/30B. 25/30B. 25/30
c. -15/30c. -15/30c. -15/30

   
7/8+(-5/8)=7/8+(-5/8)=7/8+(-5/8)=

a. 1/8a. 1/8a. 1/8
b. 3/8b. 3/8b. 3/8
c. 2/8c. 2/8c. 2/8

   
1/3+3/51/3+3/51/3+3/5
a. 4/15a. 4/15a. 4/15
b. 3/8b. 3/8b. 3/8
c. 4/14c. 4/14c. 4/14

anser anser anser
a. a. a.
c. c. c.
a. a. a.



DO NOT VAPE, SMOKE, OR ANYTHING ELSE LIKE
THAT IT'S NOT COOL OR HEALTHY!! The

chemicals inside vapes and cigarettes are very
dangerous. Vaping can harm your heart and lungs.
The side effects of vaping are coughing, dry mouth
and throat, shortness of breath, mouth and throat

irritation, and headaches. Do you feel like vaping after
hearing all of this? If yes then here's some more

about vaping. Vaping is just as addictive as normal
Cigarettes. The signs that you are addicted to vaping
are strong cravings, irritability, difficulty concentrating,

anger, and finally insomnia. Insomnia is difficulty
falling asleep and daytime drowsiness. The

dangerous chemicals that are in vapes are ultrafine
particles that can be inhaled deep into the lungs, and

flavorings such as diacetyl. Diacetyl is a chemical
linked to serious lung disease. Volatile organic

compounds. Finally, heavy metals such as nickel, tin,
and lead. Volatile organic compounds are gases that
are emitted into the air from products or processes. 



Consequences
of vaping 

The consequences of vaping can be terrible. If
you are, caught vaping in schools, they may

confiscate the vape, notify your parents,
investigate, they might search you and your

backpack, and finally, they may require you to
attend an anti-smoking or anti-vaping class.
An anti-vaping class is made to teach young

people and adults the dangers associated with
vaping, e-cigarettes, and JUUL. Getting

addicted to nicotine can make it harder for
teenagers to focus and concentrate. The
student may end up failing their classes

because of vaping.



crop tops and jeans 
by: jazara roberts

this is something all girls like to wear 
because it is cute but you want know what i think
i think that there just not it but only some of them

like it's just my opinion but don't get me wrong 
but sometime we can't experrese our self beacause 
of school dress code and i understand but the 

school dress code can be dumd because some 
just don't make sense like at some school don't

allow ripped jeans and personally i would not go for it but thats just me.

but i say the best way to get way with wearing a crop is to
in school is to wear a thin tank top under it, it helps.

so like ripped jeans and you like ripped jeans so talk about it
because some jeans are expectable and some not  

like baggy jeans were vald in the 90's but now there on 
expectable like it 2022 it's about to be 2023 there no way
you should be wearing baggy jeans but if you wear baggy

jeans just go off the grid.



the come back

so if you like style and your not sure about just look at magazine or 
these pages and you got you answer.but girl are not the only one that 

wear a crop top, back then boys were wearing crop tops like in the 80's 
and some boys still wear them today but have of them are gay and some 
but i think crop tops are for everyone. and i think every gender can wear 

them cause there fashionable.                                                                          
rippped has been popular sines 1980s and been 

loved sines then and every has been made with 
rips like shorts have rips even shirts, jean jacket every

thing was rips in it but im not
complaining like it it's fashionable.
man and women can were ripped
jeans and  ripped anything but along

as it cute and have style.



wintier fashion
by: jazara roberts

before you know it winter will be there and we
need to dress warm but with fashion.

so no more shorts, ripped jean and crop tops
just winter clothes. i don't realy know if theres 
going to be a lot of snow or not  but i do know 

you need  a cute winter jacket something 
puffy. puffy jacket kept you warmer and  you

can were them with any 
thing and get a camel or black jacket so you can 

wear any color you want with it and for you pants try
wearing jeans or sweatpants any thing but shorts 
but if your in the house it's ok but these are some 

thing to wear in the house like christmas pj or shorts 
and a normal shirt just something to set the feeling 

and i know does not have enough money to keep up
with the latest trends but it's not about the money



it's about your style  and what you like 
but keep it PG13 that means dress your age

and cute im just put it like that so dress
nice and not like it's summer, dress wintering

like a snow suit of just some long pants and 
a thick jacket and now you look like you're 

going outside.

 


